
the outline What We Do

    * Legal Outsourcing Work (LPO)

    * Civil and Criminal

    * International domain

    * Infringement of Fundamental Rights

    * Family Law

    * Landlord Tenant and Property disputes

    * Service, Employment and Education matters

    * Money Recovery

    * Cheque dishonor

    * Consumer Disputes – Appellate

    * Government

    * Motor Accident Claims

    * Contracts

    * Arbitration & Conciliationt

    * Media laws

    * Intellectual property/information technology laws

    * Commercial and corporate transactions

Our Markets

    * Internet Service & Sales

    * Arts & Entertainment

    * Business Service

    * Commercial Transport

    * Banking

    * Food & Beverages

    * Healthcare

    * Infrastructure & Construction

    * Insurance

   

the description KHANNA & ASSOCIATES was initially founded in 1948 by Late Amarnath Singh Khanna, a highly 

successful lawyer in private practice, specializing in criminal law, dedicated to the cause of the 

society, an unforgettable legend in the field.

Today, the Firm has grown more under the sincere leadership with professionals specializing in 

their own fields, serving the clients and the community through professionalism, public service and 

charitable works.

KHANNA & ASSOCIATES is a full service Law Firm handling all legal matters on Civil, Criminal, 

Business, Commercial, Corporate, Arbitration , Labor & Service subjects in law, in all courts as well  

as Tribunals. An individualized service by members with decades of experience ensures total 

satisfaction to the clients. 

The firm relies on the latest computing and communications equipment to enable fast and cost 

effective services to clients. It makes complete usage of a practical and effective precedent 

development system to ensure uniformity and time management. The firm has adapted itself 

successfully to the modern day demands of global competitiveness and competence. 
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join us

thank you You may contact us for more information

 47 SMS Colony Shipra Path Mansarovar

Jaipur,Rajasthan 302020

India

Ph: +91-0141-3046817,+91-946-162-0007,0008

info@khannaandassociates.com

http://www.khannaandassociates.com

You may also follow Us

http://www.twitter.com/khannaassociate

While working in a firm which is more than 50 years old one can expect that emphasis is always on 

building relationship which begins with telling th truth to the client about his situation rahter than 

storytelling.

The Client in Khanna & Associates is always made aware of his situation , even though all the odds 

are against him. Khanna & Associates endeavour is to bring desired results to the client in whatever 

way possible.The client is made aware of all the possible outcomes which he may have to face well 

before advancing in the case.

We understand that as one of the world's leading employers in the legal sector our continued 

success depends on our most important asset – our people – which is why we take so much care 

in recruiting and retaining the best. Our commitment to our people is enshrined in our core values 

which underpin everything we do.

We offer exceptional career opportunities to lawyers, aspiring graduates and business support 

professionals in an environment that is challenging, rewarding and, we believe, truly different from 

our competitors

Wherever you meet us, you can expect one-to-one conversations. It is an opportunity to get to 

know partners from different jurisdictions and to find out what our culture, the work we do and 

what the global opportunities we offer are really like. 

Join Us as 

-- law student      --  experienced lawyer     --business associate

our philosophy
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